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Abstract 
Text mining is an important area of study in the  information retrieval field; it organises large  numbers of text  documents that are 
accessible and available on the internet to  facilitate the retrieval  process and increase performance  and efficiency. Text classification 
automatically  determines the  category of new or unseen documents depending  on the content of the document itself. In 
text  classification,  text processing is a fundamental step for getting better results.  Arabic text processing  depends on stemming algorithms 
to  achieve high accuracy. This study aims to compare two  stemming  algorithms (snowball light stemmer based on stem  approach and 
shereen Khoja based root approach)  using  three similarity measures: Euclidean distance, cosine  similarity, and Pearson correlation 
distance.  Herein, the Arabic Wikipedia dataset is used and TF-IDF as a weight scheme is implemented to  construct  the vector space 
model to represent the weight of  selected features of the text. For valuation measures, the   study applies overall accuracy, average recall, 
average  precision and F1 measure to assess the results of the  classified  text documents. The results show that the overall accuracy for 
root  stemmer is better than light  stemmer in all similarity measures,  excluding cosine similarity which had better accuracy in 
light  stemmer;  for other evaluation measures light stemmer is better.            
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1. Introduction 

Technological developments in the world of informatics  have led to an increase in the volume of data day after day. Also, 
the increase in the use of search engines makes it  difficult to retrieve documents containing the titles required  from the 
search so that the texts need to be classified. Data  classification is the process of organising data into groups  or classes to be 
more effective and efficient for later use.  A well-planned data classification system makes the task  of retrieval and finding 
important and necessary data  simple and easy. Automatic text classification (TC) is the  process of assignment of the 
document to one of the pre- determined set of classes or categories based on contents of the  document [1]. Written data 
classification steps and  guidelines must determine what groups and standards the  company will use to classify data and 
describe the roles  and responsibilities of employees in data stewardship within  the organisation. Security ethics that specify 
acceptable  handling practices for each class and storage standards that  describe the lifecycle specifications of the data must 
be  addressed once a data classification scheme has been  establish [2].  There is a need for a more efficient, fast, accurate 
and  high-performance automatic classification process to  handle and classify the huge amount of text documents  that are 
available online in diverse formats. The need for  such good specification  of automatic text classification  system comes as a 
result of the rapidly increase of  internet content using several human languages [3] and  also due to the growth of text data on 
the internet, like  social network services (SNS) and news [4].  The Arabic language is the official language of the 
Arab  world. It is the language of the Holy Quran and it has  respected values in the life of most Arab nations. The 
Arabic  language belongs to the family of Semitic languages, which  is part of the African and Asian languages group, is 
the  official language of all Arab countries and is one of the six  official languages of the United Nations. Arabic 
language  contains 28 characters and is considered to be a rich sea of  wide meanings, vocabulary, words and structures. 
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The  other field of study that is closely related and overlapped with  text classification is called Natural Language  Processing 
(NLP), which has many challenges in understanding  the language and trying  to analyse it [5].  Text classification is a part of 
text mining techniques which  is a multi-disciplinary field based on some sub-disciplines  fields, such as information 
extraction and retrieval, text  summarisation, text clustering and classification [6].  Information retrieval in general is the 
process of retrieving  information objects such as documents that are relevant to  the user query. The most well-known 
retrieval system is Google search, and there are other browser engines that rank all  documents on the World Wide Web 
according to their  similarities with the user query. What is shared by all  retrieval systems is that they are based on similarity 
and ranking  processes between the user query and all the information  objects in collection or repository [7].  The concept 
and model of information retrieval is extented to include retrieval in other domain such as ontology [8, 9] and 
chemoinformatics [10-13]. The other important related task of text classification is  Information Extraction, in which a key 
phrase and  relationship within the text is identified and extracted from  predefined sequences in the text. Parts of 
useful  information, such as the name of the person, organisation,  location and other known nouns are extracted without 
a  proper understanding of the text. Text summarisation  is the process of constructing a precise and short  representation form 
original text documents. One of the  most importants part of text summarisation is the pre- processing stage which is 
performed on the raw text. Tthe main concepts to be considered in text summarisation  are document length reduction and 
preserving its key idea. Clustering is an unsupervised process to classify  collection of documents of text into different 
groups or  clusters, using a specific algorithm for this purpose[14].  This study examined and compared the use 
of  light  stemmer dataset, and root stemmer for Arabic text   classification, based on three similarity 
measures:  Euclidean  distance, cosine similarity, and pearson  correlation  distance. The main contributions of our  work are 
as  follows:  

 1. Text pre-processing based on removing lowest  TF-IDF weight values from corpus text database    .  
 2.  Generating stemming using root stemmer and  light stemmer algorithms.  

         3.  Evaluating performance using three of the most  used evaluation measures for text similarity  measures.  
 

2. Related Works 

Recently a lot of research has been done in the  area of  Arabic Text Classification (TC). A group of  researchers focused  on 
developing various  classification methods and techniques  and other  groups exploited more efforts in collecting and   creating 
datasets because this field of Arabic  language suffers  from the standard of Arabic  corpora or pre-processing tools. 
This  section  discusses several researches in this area of study.  Keywords have been used mainly for Arabic 
text  classification as in [15], while other  studies have been based on semantic web ontology such as [16]. Similarity 
measures have been widely used  for computing similarity and pattern recognition as in  [17]. The first use of similarity 
cosine measures  was for face verification [18].  A new stemming algorithm (rout) was developed by [19]. In this method 
each term of a given  document is represented by its root, then the stemming  algorithm and stemming algorithms. namely 
Khoja’s  stemmer on Arabic text classification.  In their study they use  chi-square as a feature for selection  process and 
dimensionality reduction while the decision tree has  been used for the classification task. They use a corpus that  consists of 
5,070 independent documents divided into six  classes or categories. In their findings and results root stemmer  outperforms 
Khoja’s stemmer based on well-known  performance evaluation measures recall, f-measure, and  precision.  Many studies 
were conducted to enhance Arabic text  classification, such as using Latent Semantic Indexing   (LSI) as an alternative model 
to represent textual  representation as numeric vectors. Most of the studies were based  on the vector space model (VSM) 
represented by [20]. They argue that their proposed  model maintains semantic information between the words  and the 
singular value decomposition (SVD) method to  extract textual features based on LSI. In their study they  compare between 
six classification methods k-Nearest  Neighbors, Naïve Bayes, Neural Network, Support Vector  Machine, Random Forest 
and classification tree. In their  experiments they used a corpus that contains 4,000  documents within ten categories (400 
documents for each  topic). The corpus contains 2,127,197 which have 139,168  unique words and Term Frequency Inverse 
Document  Frequency (TF.IDF) for the weighting scheme method. In their  results they found that LSI has better evaluation 
performance  than TF.IDF-based methods and k-Nearest Neighbors (based  on cosine measure) and support vector machine 
are the best  performing classifiers.  
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3. Basic of Arabic Language Structure 

Arabic language in ranked sixth of spoken languages around the  world, More than 200 million people have Arabic 
Language as  their mother tongue and it is used by more  than 320 million people over the world [21]. This language is one 
of  the Semitic family of languages. This language is similar to  many Asian languages in their writing style and it is 
written  from right to left; it has total of 28 characters with no  capitalisation format [22]. Most of the letters are 
consonants  and there are three letters that are semi-vowels; all nouns are  classified into two genders: masculine and feminine 
which are  known by an attached suffix ( ة ) at the end of the word. Some  letters like ( أ ) have more than one form, such as (  أ ، إ
  .but these three  formats could be normalised to the single form as will be shown  in the next section ,( ، ا
 

4. Text Processing  

Classification accuracy of Arabic text, similar to  other  language classification, depends mainly on  and is affected by  a pre-
processing stage which is  considered as an important premier  stage in this  task [16]. Most of the pre-processing steps, such 
as   tokenisation, normalisation and removal of stop  words were  applied in this study as explained in the  following 
paragraphs.  

4.1 Tokenisation 

The token is the process of converting the Arabic  text into  words depending on the white space  between the words.  

4.2 Normalisation 

Normalise each token into its legal form per line. In  Arabic, few letters are often mixed use, such as:  
• The Hamzated forms of Alif (أ, إ,آ) are normalised to Alif (ا)  
• The Ta-Marbuta (ة) normalised to a  Ha (ه). 
• Remove numbers and special characters. 
• Remove extra spaces.  
• Remove the punctuation mark. 
• Remove non-Arabic words, such as English words. 
• Remove diacritic such as (Fatha, Damma, Kasra, …). 

 
 

 
Fig. 1  Proposed Framework 

4.3 Remove Stop Words 

There are some tokens repeat excitingly in the  whole of documents  collection using stop words list.  The advantage of stop 
word  removal is reducing  the size of the feature selection from a  text. In this  paper, the python NLTK library has been used 
to   filter stop words from the Wikipedia dataset.  
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4.4 Arabic Stemming  

The advantage of general stemming algorithms could be classified into three  main categories: a root-based approach as in 
[23], stem- based (or light) approach [24], and a statistical  approach (N-Garm) [25]. The main task of all 
stemming  algorithms is to reduce all language words to their stems or  roots. Although the first two categories are widely 
used in the  area of Arabic text classification, still no perfect or satisfied  results have been achieved due to the complexity of 
Arabic  language  [26].  The main idea and focus of a light stemmer algorithm is to  remove the most frequent suffixes and 
prefixes that do not  give or generate the linguistic root pattern for the word. There  are various studies that have considered 
this approach of light stemmer [27]. Also, many studies in the literature argue that the light  stemmer has good performance 
results in information  retrieval [28].  The other stemmer algorithm, root algorithm, is used to give and  generate the linguistic 
root pattern for the word. Shereen  Khoja algorithm is one example of root stemming  approaches provided by Khoja and 
Garside [23].   The main focus of this algorithm could be summarised into two  steps: first, layers of prefixes and suffixes 
based on  morphological analysis, then determine the remaining pattern  based on the process of checking a set of roots and 
patterns [20].  Researchers reported that over 80% of Arabic words  can be categorised or mapped into three-letter root 
pattern;  this fact has a positive impact in reducing a word to its root  pattern which has led to a decrease in the number of 
words from  hundreds of thousands to as little as in [28].  
 

5. Proposed Classification Model  

The proposed framework of this study illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the main steps or phases of text pre-
processing.  After the text processing phase is complete, there are two  choices of stemming algorithms. Finally, the study 
will discuss the  advantages of each of them and make in-depth comparison  to let the user choose the suitable stemmer.  The 
following sections gives more details about impotant parts in our methodology. 

5.1 Vector Space Model (VSM)  

Vector space model (VSM) was found and proposed by  Salton [29] and is widely used and is a famous  method for 
document representation in the form of a 2D  matrix in which each document is represented as a vector of  features which is 
always considered as simple root words.  Each document features is associated with a numeric value  called weight; there are 
many weighting schemes for  computing these weights, the most known method is term frequency inverse document 
frequency (TF-IDF) method. 
 

5.2 Term Frequency Inverse Document  Frequency (TF-IDF)  

Term Frequency (TF) is an important part of the well- known weighting scheme and could be defined as frequency  of each 
single word with each document in the collection  or corpus. Also we can think of it as the ratio of the total number  of times 
the word occurs in a document compared with the  total number of words in that document. This ratio will  increase as the 
number occurrences of that word  increases; Term Frequency (TF) is computed by the  following equation: 
 

       
(1) 

On the other hand, the second part of the weighting  scheme is an inverse document frequency (IDF) which is  used to 
compute the weight of non-frequent words across  all documents in specific collection or corpus, the words  that occur rarely 
have high ration of (IDF). This rationale  has indirect proportion with the importance of root words  in the document; the 
(IDF) is given by the following  equation:  
 

   (2) 
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6. Similarity Measures 

Similarity measures are used to find the similarity (or the  distance) between two vectors or data points. The  efficiency or the 
performance of many classification  methods depends on the selection of the similarity measures used [30];  the following 
measures are used in this study. 
 
 

6.1 Euclidean Distance 

Euclidean distance is a standard distance measure; it  calculates the distance (or dissimilarity) between two  vectors in two 
dimensional space. It is widely used in  classification and clustering problems for text, images and  other types of objects. 
Euclidean distance is widely used  with K-means algorithm [31]. 
 

6.2 Cosine Similarity 

The second most important similarity metric is Cosine similarity measure; this metric is quantified as the cosine of the angle 
between vectors so it named cosine. Cosine similarity is a popular measure applied to text documents as in many 
information models [31]. 

6.3 Pearson Correlation Distance 

The third similarity measure used here is Pearson’s correlation distance, which measures the extent of the relation between 
two vectors is terms of correlation relationship [30]. The main difference between this measure and the above two measures 
is that the value of this measure  ranges from -1 to +1[32]. 

7. Evaluation Measures 

The classifier model is evaluated to determine classifier  efficiency; this study uses four famous evaluation measures in this 
domain. Accuracy, recall, precision and F1 measure are used here. The following sections give more details about these 
metrics. For the all metrics the known confusion matrix terms (TP, TN, FP and FN) are used. 

7.1 Accuracy  

The accuracy of each in our dataset as well as overall accuracy is calculated using the following formula. This metric is 
considered as overall evaluation metric since it combined the four components of confusion matrix. 
 

          (3)    

7.2 Precision   

This metric shows that when the classifier predicts the correct positive document, then how often it is correct. Precision is 
calculated for each class individually and also for the whole document by the following equation: 
 

        (4) 
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7.3 Recall   

Also known as sensitivity or true positive rate, this is calculated based on the following equation. The true rate metric is 
very necessary for any classification model and should be acceptable high value. 
 

               (5) 

7.5 F1-Measure   

The fourth and last measures used here is the F1 measure; it gives a balance between precision and recall. The  following 
equation is used to calculate the F1 measure.   
 

        (6) 

8. Document Dataset 

The majority of researchers fully depend on collecting their datasets from online documents available on the internet that are 
gathered from many sources, such as Al-Jazeera and other Arabic News channels. Arabic Wikipedia is the first benchmark 
dataset that exists for the Arabic language, this corpus consisting of 4,000 Arabic Wikipedia articles that are classified into 
nine classes (FAC, GPE, LOC, NOT, ORG, PER, PRO, VEH, and WEA) name entity NE taxonomy, this corpus is freely 
available online. To generate TF-IDF requires large memory to load all documents  and produce the VSM. Four gigabyte 
RAM has been used in  this study to generate VSM. This size of RAM is not sufficient  to handle all documents; therefore, 
some documents have  been ignored such as duplicated and large size files. The  dataset will shrink to 1,298 files, and after 
that we  calculate TF-IDF by selecting the top hundred words for each  category, depending on the highest weight (TF-IDF).   
The two datasets (light dataset and root dataset) according to  text processing algorithm (stemmer) are generated. Then it 
is  split into training and testing parts; the training documents has a  size of 75% while the testing document has is 15% as 
shown in   Table I.   

Table I Training and Testing Documents 
Category Training data(light) Testing data(light) Training data(root) Testing data(root) 

FAC 109 19 106 19 
GPE 122 22 161 28 
LOC 80 14 83 15 
NOT 129 23 165 29 
ORG 136 24 150 26 
PER 140 25 167 30 
PRO 110 20 124 22 
VEH 38 7 39 7 
WEA 39 6 39 6 
Total 903 160 1034 182 

9. Materials and Tools 

The following materials used in this study are Python programming language and MATLAB package language. Python is 
used for preprocessing stage while MATLAB is used for further stages, the following two paragraphs describe the role of 
two materials tools. 
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9.1 Python   

Python is an open-source high-level programming language.  It has a rich standard library and dynamic typing and binding 
which  encourages rapid developing of programs and integrating  systems more efficiently. Also, it supports other libraries 
and  extensions available on the web without any charges, that give  it the ability to be more productive in different fields like 
web  development, game and desktop programming, big data  analysis. Python is used to perform all the text 
processing  steps, except for root stemmer and light stemmer where we use  Java-based Library (AraNLP) for the processing 
of Arabic  text. 

9.2 MATLAB   

MATLAB and Rabid miner are used for further steps and the  previous step of text pre-processing using Python. Here, 
Rapid  miner is used to generate TF-IDF while MATLAB is used for  similarity calculation and evaluation measures.   

10. Results and Discussion   

In this study two experiments according to the text  processing phase (stemming stage) have been performed. The 
first  experiment used the light stemmer dataset and it used 844  words (after generating the TF-IDF) from 903 documents 
for  training and 160 documents for testing. The second  experiment used root stemmer dataset and it included 784  words 
(after generating the TFIDF) from 1,034 documents for  training and 183 documents for testing. In both 
experiments  Euclidean Distance (Distance), cosine similarity (cosine), and  Pearson Correlation distance (Correlation) were 
used for  classification documents.  Table II shows recalls for each categories as well as average  recall using the three 
similarity measures described earlier. Fast  inspection for this table shows that light stemmer is better than  root stemmer in 
terms of average recalls. Some categories in  root stemmer have better recall compared with light stemmer,  such as FAG and 
GPE with distance and cosine measures.  Root stemmer with correlation measure achieves the higher  average recall for most 
categories. Visual result of recalls is  also shown in Figure 2.  Table III shows the precision results for the three 
similarity  measures for each category. The average precision for  distance measure is 82%, 84% and 85% for 
distance,  correlation and cosine respectively, based on light stemmer  which is considered to be the best precision results 
compared with  root. Also for more visual comparison, Figure 3 presents the  precision for both stemmers.  Table V and Table 
VI show the overall accuracy, recall,  precision and F1 measures for both stemmers as cumulative results. Readers can 
conclude that light  stemmer is slightly better than root stemmer in most text categories  as well as in average values.   
 

Table II Recall Result (%) 
Root Stemmer Light Stemmer 

Category distance cosine correlation distance cosine correlation 

FAC 95 89 89 74 95 95 

GPE 71 93 96 32 73 68 

LOC 27 6 6 36 86 86 

NOT 76 76 76 48 1 1 

ORG 62 88 88 63 92 92 

PER 7 83 9 56 56 56 

PRO 64 86 86 1 8 8 

VEH 14 86 86 29 86 86 

WEA 17 5 5 67 83 83 

average 55 79 8 56 83 83 
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Table III Precisions Result (%) 
Root Stemmer Light Stemmer 

Category distance cosine correlation distance cosine correlation 

FAC 42 85 94 1 53 53 

GPE 74 87 87 1 76 88 

LOC 57 75 75 71 1 1 

NOT 85 88 92 76 88 88 

ORG 76 85 85 75 1 1 

PER 64 78 79 93 1 93 

PRO 64 79 79 26 94 8 

VEH 5 67 67 1 86 86 

WEA 1 1 1 1 71 71 

average 68 83 84 82 85 84 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table IV F1 Measure Result 
Root Stemmer Light Stemmer 

Category distance cosine correlation distance cosine correlation 

FAC 0.58 0.87 0.91 0.85 0.68 0.68 

GPE 0.72 0.9 0.91 0.48 0.74 0.77 

LOC 0.37 0.67 0.67 0.48 0.92 0.92 

NOT 0.8 0.82 0.83 0.59 0.94 0.94 

ORG 0.68 0.86 0.86 0.68 0.96 0.96 

PER 0.67 0.8 0.84 0.7 0.72 0.7 

PRO 0.64 0.82 0.82 0.41 0.86 0.8 

VEH 0.22 0.75 0.75 0.45 0.86 0.86 

WEA 0.29 0.67 0.67 0.8 0.77 0.77 

average 0.55 0.8 0.81 0.6 0.83 0.82 
 

  

Figure 2: Recalls Results for three measures 
 

Figure 3: Precisions Results for three measures 
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Table V Average of three Measures for Light Stemmer   

Measure Overall Accuracy 
(%) 

Average Of Recall 
(%) 

Average Of Precision 
(%) F1 Measure 

Distance 59 56 82 0.67 

Cosine 83 83 85 0.84 

Correlation 82 83 84 0.83 

 
Table VI Average of three Measures for Root Stemmer   

Measure Overall Accuracy 
(%) 

Average Of Recall 
(%) 

Average Of Precision 
(%) F1 Measure 

Distance 64 55 68 0.61 

Cosine 82 79 83 0.81 

Correlation 84 80 84 0.82 

11. Conclusion     

The target of this study was to compare two popular Arabic text  stemmer algorithms (light and root stemmers), a 
comparison  based on using three similarity measures (Euclidean Distance,  cosine similarity, and Pearson Correlation 
distance).  The dataset was taken from Arabic Wikipedia, and consisted of   4,002 Arabic Wikipedia articles classified into 
nine categories  and divided into two copies depending on stemming processing. Light stemmer consisted of 1,063 
documents, 903 for training  and 160 documents for the test, while the root stemmer  consisted of 1,217 document, 1,034 for 
training and 183  documents for the test. After generating the TF-IDF and  constructing the vector space model, the results 
show root  stemmer achieves the best accuracy 84%, 82% and 64% using  cosine, correlation, distance respectively, while the 
accuracy  of light stemmer was 83%, 82% and 59% using the same metrics.  Therefore, the root stemmer is more accurate 
when using  similarity measures than the light stemmer and correlation  similarity is the best similarity measure.   
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